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My soul your beats piano

As companies grow, they need new systems and structures to manage their evolving businesses. But all too often, they lose an eye on the original spirit and essence that attracted and energized stakeholders in the early days. Research interviews with more than 200 founders and executives in 12 rapidly growing ventures show that this startup soul is not
only real, but can be divided into three key elements: business intentions (company reasons). Connecting with customers (clearly focusing on what is on offer and what they want); employee experience (allowing people to have a voice and choice). Solutions If companies follow the lead of Warby Parker, Netflix, and BlackRock and consciously think about
what needs to be done to keep the three elements at the forefront of strategy and day-to-day operations, they can maintain or revive that spirit. Startups have something essential and intangible: energy, soul. The founder feels its presence. So do early employees and customers. It encourages people to contribute to their talents, money and enthusiasm,
fostering a deep sense of connection and mutual purpose. As long as this spirit persists, engagement is high and start-ups continue to be agile and innovative, spurring growth. But once it disappeared, the venture could be shaken, everyone recognized the loss, and nothing special was gone. The first person I heard about the soul of a startup was a Fortune
500 CEO who was trying to revive it in his organization. Many large companies have such search and rescue initiatives that reflect the unfortunate truth: as the business matures, it's hard to keep the original spirit alive. Founders and employees often confuse culture and soul, especially the bohemian spirit of feeling like an all-night, flexible job description, T-
shirt, pizza, free soda, family. They noticed and waxed nostalgic about it only when it waned. Investors sometimes go wild beyond the company's emotional core, specializing the company in response to market demand and pushing it to a pivot. And organizations that seek to regain entrepreneurship tend to take a superficial approach: work on a code of
conduct but didn't go home to something really important. Most founders believe that their start-ups are more than business models. Over the past decade, I've conducted more than 200 interviews with founders and executives and studied more than a20-year fast-growing venture to better understand this problem and how to overcome it. I've learned that
while many companies struggle to maintain their own essence, creativity, innovation and elan, they have been able to do so very effectively to maintain strong stakeholder relationships and ensure that ventures continue to thrive. So oftenConsultants, academics, and others lack the importance of protecting the spirit, emphasizing the need to implement
structures and systems to help businesses grow. We can and should focus on both. Leaders can develop and protect the correct truth of an organization with effort and determination. In search of the spirit of the organization, perhaps unsurprisingly, investors and founders seem to hold different views on whether start-ups have a soul. My research found that
vc and some executives of private equity firms tend to discount concepts as illusions and irrelevance. Their focus was to apply professional management and process discipline to portfolio companies. By contrast, most founders believed that their start-ups were more than their mission, business model and talent, even if the founders couldn't make it exactly
clear. Howard Schultz, for example, described the spirit of Starbucks in his book Onward: Our stores and partners (employees) are at their best when they work together to provide oasis, elation, connection, and a deep respect for the coffee and community we serve. I interviewed another founder who identified loyalty to customers and the company as the
core essence that made his business great. A third party spoke of this essence as a common purpose built around bold goals and a set of common values. Early employees told me that sebastian Junger felt what he called loyalty and belonging and the search for eternal human meaning in his book Tribes and fiercely identified with corporations. I was
convinced that these people who knew their company best were on something. Beyond spiritual traditions, the human soul is often referred to as the true self. In Hinduism, it is at-man. It is Neschama for the Jews. Christian theologians and Western philosophers have long had discussions about the soul, but many believe in it and have believed in its tenacity
over time. The dozens of founders and startup employees I interviewed felt the same way, recognizing that their organization had a true self in which all stakeholders intertwined. Dimension of the Soul I began to wonder if it was possible for certain elements of this soul to engage stakeholders and catalog what drives the success of the venture. In other
words, as the business grows, what aspects do leaders really need to maintain? These are not just cultural norms designed to shape behavior. Their effect runs deeper and they cause different, more intense kinds of commitment and performance. They shape the meaning of work and render work relational insteadJust a transaction. Employees connect the
concept of service to end users with the unique essential rewards of work life with galvanized ideas. People form emotional connections with the company, and those connections activate the organization. Business intent. Every venture I studied had its own animation purpose. Typically, this business intention came from entrepreneurs, telling them to
persuade their employees to trade long periods of stable work and low-paid, steady jobs. There were many factors that made me want a final fall, which inspired the interviewees to join the company, but I had a desire to make history in some way and wanted to be part of something bigger. They wanted to build a business that would improve people's lives by
changing the way they create, distribute and consume products and services. Many ventures define their mission or scope of business, but the intentions I discovered went further and took on almost existential significance. What separated successful companies was the creativity and autonomy of their employees. Consider Study Supplement, a Japanese
company that began in 2011 within the billions of dollars information services and staffing company Recruit Holdings. In an effort to shed the decline of Recruit's education business, Fumihiro Yamaguchi, a relatively new employee at the time, planned to create a website to support students by making guides freely available for university exams. Presenting
the idea to an in-house group responsible for launching an in-house venture, he explained that the website addresses educational inequalities in Japan by providing access to learning materials for more people. Since its launch, study supplements have continued to evolve, but always in accordance with their original intentions. Among them, we have
expanded our content to include elementary and middle school materials and academic coaching, selling college prep services and services as tools for high school teachers to use with restoration students. In April 2015, we acquired Quipper, a company that provides similar services mainly in the Southeast Asian market, through its parent company.
Quipper founder Masayuki Watanabe said he liked the deal because of the intent of the research supplement: We believed that learning was a right, not a privilege. We shared the same vision top talent felt the same way. I was drawn to the idea of tackling these issues, one employee told me. My motivation for participation was to provide real value to our
customers. Users and parents can actually see that their academic ability is improving. By early 2019, Study Supplement had emerged as a central brand in Recruit's education business, with 598,000 paying subscribers.Connection. The close bond with our customers also seemed noticeable in the successful companies I studied. Founders and employees
felt a deep understanding of the perspectives and needs of those who were targeted by their products and services and were personally connected to them in a way that unlocked their energy and creativity. In the early days, Nike needed to send sales reps to know the company's products back and forth, so they had to gather insights from them and send
that information back to headquarters, not just sneaker buyers. Many Ekins, including co-founder and then-CEO Phil Knight, were so passionate about the brand that they had now iconic sush tattoos on their feet and feet. At BlackRock, a global asset manager, its mission has always been to improve the financial lives of its customers by flexibly predicting
market trends and minimizing risk through a computerized management platform. And co-founder and CEO Larry Fink has repeatedly highlighted the company's unusually close relationship with its clients. One expression of this commitment is The Fink's early decision that BlackRock would never trade for their account. Many other companies often make
this kind of deal that is very lucrative, but it can lead to conflicts of interest. The temptation is enormous, Fink explained. But we can't say we're client trustees. BlackRock's customer focus gave it a competitive advantage, allowing the company to attract more assets and giving it a shout-out for staff. You can't have a conversation without talking about clients
because that's important, one employee said. Another highlighted the company's emphasis on empathy: Once you really understand what your clients want and need, you can apply their expertise. Third, we talked about the really simple and clear idea of helping real people. Building a better financial future A recent engagement survey found that more than
80% of BlackRock employees say they are willing to go beyond the basic requirements of their work. Employee experience. My research brings a third dimension to the intangible nature of startups and was linked to the experience of work itself. What separated successful young companies was not the fun or crazy culture as stereotypes progressed, but the
extraordinary creativity and autonomy that employees encountered at work, which created greater engagement and better results. Leaders who clarified their business intentions and emphasized their connection to their customers gave people what I called freedom within the framework - the freedom to operate within clearly expressed boundaries and the
opportunity to influence important decisions such as which strategies and products to develop. In bothAnd the employees of choice valued their work more and were connected to their colleagues and the company itself. Eyewear retailer Warby Parker has highlighted its employee experience since its inception in 2010. Team members are expected to think
for themself, and the company is seeking voluntary recruitment. No one needs to meet with the manager every day to finish the job, one executive told me. Personal expression and candid creative input have won awards. Employees don't feel the need to censor themselves. Co-founder Neil Blumenthal also established an initiative system in which
employees throw their own technology ideas quarterly, and the quarterly recognition, the BlueFoot Booby Award, celebrates employees who show the company's core values. I found many other smart companies using programs to embed voice and choice. The founder of one fast-growing venture with more than 500 staff assigned all new hires to a team of
five and asked each team to spend three months building a business that could destroy one of the company's existing ones. Participants can decide whether to continue working on the idea or take a different position in the organization. Many of the new businesses launched by this company are born from this program. The startup spirit has eroded over time
as a result of how the soul of the organization dies in some companies I have studied, investor intervention, the leader's own actions, or both. The person in charge did not fully understand what he had or did not understand its usefulness in pursuing growth. The urgent need for survival and the pressure to expand the business has sent them down this
dangerous path. Your organization may lose its entrepreneurial spirit. Young companies often move into a mode of frenzied expansion. Their leaders can be very tactical, pivot quickly and repeatedly, and that's fine if the underlying business intentions remain constant and keep telling. But if not, the leader's shift in focus can be a problem. They become
obsessed with their products and services, obsessed with creating cash, and stop listening to and partnering with both customers and employees. Start-ups tend to fail if they don't instill discipline and order as they grow. As my and others' research has shown, they need to add formal systems and processes and hire professional managers. Such changes
can be very productive if opinions from all early stakeholders, business intentions for everyone's minds, and customer ties and team experience are maintained and thoughtfully made. But adding bureaucracy and new blood risks workers feeling stesa breathless, customers feeling cut off, and the organization's entrepreneurial spirit disappearing. I interviewed
him.An experienced growth phase CEO who was bringn in on behalf of the company's founder and, despite the best intentions, immediately weighed on the spirit of those companies. At Indian mobile phone company Micromax, for example, in 2011, four founders ceded control to an experienced executive who specialized in the company's strategic planning,
supply chain management, human resources and other functions. For most accounts, these changes were necessary and successful, resulting in improved performance. But there was a cost. Many employees felt they had lost direct access to senior leadership, losing real insights and clear, driven objectives for their customers. The founders were also
uncomfortable with the change, and when these tensions reached boiling point in 2013, they decided to take a step back. They then transferred control to a new team of outside managers just to repeat the same saga. In many cases, it is necessary for people to realize that the soul of the company is disappearing or disappearing. Recently, Facebook and
Uber both publicly apologized to customers for falling into the way. In 2018, hundreds of Google employees proposed a plan for the tech giant to develop a search engine that would promote the stesace of dissent in China. Many of us accepted employment at Google with the company's values in mind, they noted in a letter to the company. Those who
understand that Google is a company that prioritizes its value over profits protecting high-growth, dynamic companies can find a middle ground where they add structure and discipline and hold three key elements that provide meaning. As Netflix looks from its DVD-by-mail business to its next frontier, the company has transformed from video distribution to
film and television production, exporting models from the U.S. to a far-reach of the world. It is unlikely that the organization can retain its original essence through so many profound changes. But that's because Netflix was consistent with its core intention to help content creators around the world find an audience, with these moves becoming the best global
entertainment distributors. They also supported the brand's promise to provide great service to customers, provide valuable partners to suppliers, and provide opportunities for investors to maintain profitable growth and make a significant impact on their employees. The company has created innovative new products with viewers in mind, including highly
successful original content. It also maintains an employee experience where managers provide context about the organization and its operations, freeing up workers to make informed decisions. According to Chief Talent, the message is We think you're really good at what you do.Jessica Neal We're not going to mandate the way you do it, but we're going to
trust and empower you to do a great job. Internal recruiters hire employees who fit this culture and train them to navigate it. And CEO Reed Hastings and other leaders have implemented a variety of policies designed to enhance voice and choice. They abolished leave restrictions, replaced formal personnel rules with common sense guidelines, encouraged
candid feedback and opened up decision-making processes. The idea is unfolding as a conversation with everyone, Neil told me. Like other successful start-ups I studied, Netflix remained stubborn and flexible as it grew. In some areas, they abandoned or changed their plans as needed and practiced radical ignorance. But when it comes to business intent,
customer connections, and employee experience, we've taken an uncompromising attitude, strengthened and protected it over the years. It preemptively worked to protect its soul. Even if one of the three elements of the start-up spirit is eroded, companies can deal with this problem. Let's take a closer look at Warby Parker's initiative program. As retailers
increased their employees and added new layers of management, leaders talked about maintaining the feel of a small company. But the company's software engineers, who once helped select projects to prioritize, were now simply performing the tasks assigned to them. To solve problems and replicate the experiences of older employees, the company
developed a Warbles program that called on engineers to propose and advocate for new technology initiatives such as changing web pages and improving order processing workflows, which were reviewed and voted on by senior management. The program also emphasizes intent. For each proposed work, we ask people to attach indicators related to their
strategic goals, co-founder Dave Gilboa told me. And while projects are ranked according to the number of votes received, engineers can choose to pursue any item on the list if they feel they can deliver maximum value for their priorities. If it's a new piece or a new technology that they're excited to learn, we give them that freedom, Gilboa said. Adam
Satrowski, a leading software engineer, added: This is where autonomy shines. If the damage to the soul is particularly significant, the founders have sometimes returned to recover it. In 2008, Howard Schultz resumed his CEO role at Starbucks. In the months that followed, he made a number of steps to re-live the spirit of the company. In particular, he
convened an offsite where leaders thought broadly about the brand and focused specifically on customer relationships. As he told the team, OnlyWill it make our people proud of our way of thinking, and will this improve the customer experience? Will this strengthen Starbucks in the hearts and minds of our customers? You can build a company like you have
a social conscience to believe in Starbucks again. Protecting the soul of an organization is important when it values little of the work of the founding cohort, on par with key decision areas such as governance and stock splits. Netflix, Nike, BlackRock, Warby Parker, Study Supplement and Starbucks blossomed as start-ups thanks to a deliberate effort to
preserve the alchemy that made the founder a great company from the start. In the long run, a strong soul is drawn in and launches various stakeholders. Even as companies process, discipline, and specialize, they should strive to maintain a spiritual triangle of business intent, customer connections, and employee experience. It's not just about growth, it's
about greatness. A version of this article appeared in the July-August 2019 issue of Harvard Business Review (pp.84-91). Review.
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